Protein modified upconversion nanoparticles for imaging-guided combined photothermal and photodynamic therapy.
In this work, we develop a multifunctional nano-platform by coating upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) with bovine serum albumin (BSA), obtaining UCNP@BSA nanoparticles with great solubility and stability in physiological environments. Two types of dye molecules, including a photosensitizer, Rose Bengal (RB), and an NIR-absorbing dye, IR825, can be simultaneously loaded into the BSA layer of the UCNP@BSA nanoparticles. In this carefully designed UCNP@BSA-RB&; IR825 system, RB absorbs green light emitted from UCNPs under 980-nm excitation to induce photodynamic cancer cell killing, while IR825 whose absorbance shows no overlap with upconversion excitation and emission wavelengths, offers nanoparticles a strong photothermal perform under 808-nm laser irradiation. Without showing noticeable dark toxicity, the obtained dual-dye loaded nanoparticles are able to kill cancer via combined photothermal and photodynamic therapies, both of which are induced by NIR light with high tissue penetration, by a synergetic manner both in vitro and in vivo. In addition, the intrinsic paramagnetic and optical properties of Gd(3+)-doped UCNPs can further be utilized for in vivo dual modal imaging. Our study suggests that UCNPs with well-designed surface engineering could serve as a multifunctional nano-platform promising in cancer theranostics.